
SWHS Overview of BTW Drives

Class Hour 10 or after

Drive Lesson #1 “Basic Control and Traffic Flow” Sedro-Woolley, Lyman,
Hamilton

This lesson provides the instructor the opportunity to assess the student’s basic
control abilities using the brake, accelerator, and the steering wheel. Emphasis is
placed upon tracking in the lane; making head checks and blind spot checks at
every turn (MSMOG); and the interaction of steering and speed when turning in
both small city and residential areas. Signs, lines, markings, and signal lights will
be encountered as may round-a-bouts. Two- way and Four-way stops are evident.
The student will demonstrate the 5 “priority of stopping areas and to stop at the
appropriate spot. Moving on/off the road latterly to/from the curb. Maximum
speed limits will vary from 20-50 mph.

Class Hour 16 or after

Drive Lesson #2 “Special Maneuvers/Parking/ Multiple Lane Driving”
Burlington

This lesson provides an introduction to such special maneuvers as turnabouts and
parks. Emphasis is placed on scanning to the rear when backing; Rear View Mirror
check, Signal, Side Mirror check, Blind Spot Over the Shoulder Check Before You
Go (MSMOG); making head checks before every maneuver; two stops when
backing out of a driveway across a sidewalk and around a corner; using hand
signals when one or more directions of travel cannot determine your intended
path from directional signals alone such as re-entering traffic from a parallel park;
driving in multiple lane situations, two-way left-turn lanes, unprotected Left turns
on a blinking yellow arrow; uphill/downhill parks. Additional signs, traffic signals,
pavement markings, and higher traffic volume will be encountered. Students will
drive to/from Burlington using Cook Road, Old 99 or Hwy.20, Burlington Blvd., and
residential areas. Maximum speed limits will vary from 20 to 55 mph.

Class Hour 16 or after

Drive Lesson #3 “Highway Driving/Complex Driving” Mount Vernon or
Anacortes

This lesson provides the experience of driving on state highways to/from local
cities including Mount Vernon, La Conner or Anacortes. City and county roads will
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be used to access highway routes. Downtown and/or residential areas will be
utilized as time and need allows to provide the student with the opportunity to
drive and practice multiple lane changes, multiple lane turns, One-Way Streets,
Accept and Yield the right of way, and driving through uncontrolled intersections
as well as refining maneuvers introduced in Lesson 2. Maximum speed limits will
vary from 20 to 55 mph.

Class Hour 20 or after

Drive Lesson #4 “Highway/Freeway Driving” Bellingham

This driving lesson provides the experience to drive on the highway/freeway
environments. Students will drive on I-5 North to Bellingham and/or Ferndale and
return Via I-5 South. In some instances, students may travel I-5 South from
Burlington to Conway and Stanwood. The complex driving experience is continued
from Lesson #3. Students may drive in the Fairhaven District, State Street, Samish
Way, Holly Street, Roeder Avenue, or on Northwest Avenue. Maximum speed
limits will vary from 20 to 70 mph.

Class Hour 21 or after

Drive Lesson #5 “Practice Final Performance Evaluation Drive” Planned
Route

This driving lesson prepares the student for the Final Comprehensive Evaluation
Drive applying the basic maneuvers from drives 1-4 into the final drive
assessment. This drive will provide the opportunity for students to receive
instruction and to fine-tune skills needed to be successful in their final evaluation
drive to complete the course. Students will drive from SWHS; 3rd Street; Talcott
Street; Metcalf Street; Ferry Street; Cook Road; I-5 South Entrance; Exit #231;
Roundabouts and Burlington Blvd; Left Pease Road; Right E. Rio Vista; Right
Section Street; Right Skagit Street; Right Hwy. 20; Right Township, Right Jameson,
Return to SWHS. Students are expected to practice this drive with their parents
2-3 times in its entirety prior to scheduling driving lesson #6.
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Drive Lesson #6 “Final Performance Evaluation Drive” Memorized
Route

On this drive, students will apply the basic maneuvers from drives 1-5 for the final
performance evaluation drive. Students need to conduct the final test on their
own without direction from the driving instructor. Students should have
memorized the route and drive independently using proper defensive driving
techniques and best practices. 80% is required to pass the final evaluation to
complete the course.

Students must have a Total of at least 4 hours of back seat observation or ZED.

All STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETE
ALL 6-DRIVES WITHIN 6 Mo. FROM COURSE START DATE TO
PASS THE CLASS!


